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MAC/PC Compatible CD is available upon request. Please contact Customer Service at

1-800-323-3555Based on the new NCLEX-RNÂ® Test Plan!A complete roadmap to NCLEX-RNÂ®

success! Three distinct sections in the book plus a bonus CD-ROM show you the way.Step 1 is an

orientation and review of test-taking strategies with guidance for international and repeat test-takers.

Step 2 consists of 60 practice tests over six chapters, all with NCLEX descriptors. Each chapter

corresponds to one the examâ€™s major subject areas, fundamentals, medical-surgical,

ob/newborn, pediatric, mental health, and gerontological nursing. Each chapter also features

specialized, stand-alone tests for pharmacology, management of care, and cultural diversity.Step 3

is two comprehensive exams that test mastery of all subject areas covered in the book and on the

NCLEX-RN."I really enjoyed the Kathy Ohman's Davis's Q&A for the NCLEX-RN Examination book.

I never used NCLEX books to study for my nursing finals, but in my second to last semester I did,

and received a 98% on my exam. I contribute that grade to the high cognitive level questions found

in this book."â€”Joe Bragg, Student Nurse at Valencia College, FL"I have 12 weeks until graduation

which means I will be taking the NCLEX very soon.Â  I love this book! I think the number one thing

that I like is having the answers on the same page.Â  In all of the other books that I have this is not

the case, and I am constantly flipping pages to find the answers."â€”Chelsea Monaco, Student

Nurse at Valencia College, FL â€œFor the past two years I have been using Davis's Q&A for the

NCLEX-RN Examination. Out of all the NCLEX-RN question and answer books I have used

studying for tests in nursing school, Davis's Q&A is the best book I have encountered. Not only are

the questions challenging, but a detailed rational and test-taking tip is provided for each question

and answer. Understanding the rationale to NCLEX questions is fundamental to passing nursing

school and the NCLEXâ€¦I recommend it to all nursing students!â€•Â â€”Kaitlyn Farrell, Senior

Nursing Student, Temple University
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The questions in this book are, for the most part, very thought provoking. Be aware, however, that a

large number of the "select all that apply" questions have the incorrect numbers indicated as their

answers, with the correct rationales. More simply stated, be sure to read the rationales for the

"select all that apply." Otherwise, you will be questioning your nursing education =)There are also a

fair number of spelling errors, but for the price and number and format of questions, this book is a

good buy.

I have purchased a lot of NCLEX Review Books, but this book by far has the most challenging

questions. If you can work through this book, answer the questions, and read the rationales, you

should have no problem passing NCLEX.If you are a student in first, second, or even third

semester, purchase this book. The best way to study is to answer questions and read rationales.

This will help you to get into question mode and help you to pay attention to every little word and

detail in the question, so you are thus better prepared to answer your real test questions and get an

awesome grade. All of these questions are ordered probably the same as some of your classroom

content...so you do not have dig through a gazillion questions just to find the questions that will help

you to prepare for your classroom content.

Absolutely great, I love the explanations in rationales and think the questions are more geared

towards the new NCLEX format, there are a lot of select all that applies, great practice! The

questions are great and relevant to the topic. I love this book, its a bit heavy to carry around but it is

definitely my stay at home NCLEX review book, before exams.

If you are studying for the NCLEX get this book!! I loved that the entire book was example questions

so you could become more familiar with certain topics or be introduced to new ones. This is the

main book I used after graduating and it helped a ton!



I used it in conjunction with other NCLEX review books and it and it has questions that are

challenging but i didn't use it as much compared to my other review books. The content was not

really helpful

This book was required for my last semester of nursing school. The book is good (questions well

organized, layout isn't distracting, lots of good info) but nowhere in the description did I see that the

CD rom is not compatible with mac operating systems. Kinda disappointed... I guess I'll just be

borrowing my boyfriend's laptop if I want to see whats on the CD.

I've used Saunders, Kaplan, and ATI throughout nursing school and this book has the most

challenging questions I've ever experienced. I passed NCLEX by solely using this book for

preparation after graduation. Like another reviewer said, the select all that apply question's answers

are incorrect you must read the rationales which is correct; seemed to be a software glitch. All in all I

highly recommend this book! Worth every penny

I purchased this book at the insistence of my block 4 instructor. I only used this book as preparation

for my NCLEX. I passed it after only 76 questions. This book has higher level question that require

more advanced nursing school knowledge. A must for nursing school and NCLEX!!!!
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